This paper describes collaborative work on developing Indonesian WordNet in the AsianWordNet (AWN). We will describe the method to develop for collaborative editing to review and complete the translation of synset. This paper aims to create linkage among Asian languages by adopting the concept of semantic relations and synset expressed in WordNet.
Introduction
Multilingual lexicons is of foremost importance for intercultural collaboration to take place, as multilingual lexicons are several multilingual application such as Machine Translation, terminology, multilingual computing. WordNet is the resource used to identify shallow semantic features that can be attached to lexical units. The original WordNet is English WordNet proposed and developed at Princeton University WordNet (PWN) by using bilingual dictionary. In the era of globalization, communication among languages becomes much more important. People has been hoping that natural language processing and speech processing. We can assist in smoothening the communication among people with different languages. However, especially for Indonesian language, there were only few researches in the past. The Princeton WordNet is one of the semantically English lexical banks containing semantic relationships between words. Concept mapping is a process of organizing to forming meaningful relationships between them.
The goal of Indonesian AWN database management system is to share a multilingual lexical database of Indonesian language which are structured along the same lines as the AWN. AWN is the result of the collaborative effort in creating an interconnected Wordnet for Asian languages. AWN provides a free and public platform for building and sharing among AWN. The distributed database system and user-friendly tools have been developed for user. AWN is easy to build and share. This paper describes manual interpretation method of Indonesian for AWN. Based on web services architecture focusing on the particular cross-lingual distributed. We use collective intelligence approach to build this English equivalent. In this sequel, in section 2 the collaborations builders works on web interface at www.asianwordnet.org. In section 3, Interpretation of Indonesian AWN, short description of progress of English -Indonesian translation and the obstacle of translation.
Collaborative AW
WordNet covers the vast majority of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs from English language. The words are organized in synonym sets called synset. Each synset represents a concept includes an impressive number of semantic relations defined across concepts. The information encoded in WordNet is used in several stages in the parsing process. For instance, attribute relations, adjective/adverb classifications, and others are semantic features extracted from WordNet and stored together with the words, so that they can be directly used by the semantic parser.
To build language WordNet there are two main of discussion; the merge approach and the expand approach. The merge approach is to build the taxonomies of the language (synset) using English equivalent words from bilingual dictionaries. The expand approach is to map translate local words the bilingual dictionaries. This approach show the relation between senses. The system manages the synset assignment according to the preferred score obtained from the revision process. For the result, the community will be accomplish into original form of WordNet database. The synset can generate a cross language result. AWN also introduce a web-based collaborative workbench, for revising the result of synset assignment and provide a framework to create AWN via linkage through PWN synset. AWN enables to connect and collaborate among individual intelligence in order accomplish a text files. At present, there are ten Asian language in the community. The amount of the translated synsets had been increased. Many language have collaboration in AWN.
• In the evaluation of our approach for synset assignment, we selected randomly sense from the the result of synset assignment to English -Indonesian dictionary for manually checking. The random set cover all types of part-of-speech. With the best information of English equivalents marked with CS=5. The word entry must be translated into the appropriate words by meaning explanation. Table 1 . presents total assignment translated words into Indonesian for the second third month. Following the manual to translate the English AWN to Indonesian, we resulted the progress of AWN at this time. We start to translate or edit from some group of base type in "By Category". These base types are based on categories from PWN. There is only 21.89% ( approved 25,755 of 117,659 senses ) of the total number of the synsets that were able to be assigned to lexical entry in the Indonesian -English Dictionary.
Obstacle of Indonesian Translation
Wordnet has unique meaning of word which is presented in synonym set. Each synset has glossary which defines concept its representation. For examples word car, auto, automobile, and motorcar has one synset.
An automatic compilation of dictionary in AWN have a translational issues. There are many cases in explanation sense. One word in English will be translated into a lot of Indonesian words, glossary can be express more than one Indonesian word (Ex. 1).
One of the main obstacles in studying the absorption of English words in Indonesian words, is the fact that the original form of some words that have been removed due to Indonesian reform process, in which some words have been through an artificial process. There is no special character in Indonesian word, especially in technical word, so that means essentially the same as the English word (Ex. 2).
Ex. 1. time frame POS noun time synset time_frame gloss a time period during which something occurs or is expected to occur; an agreement can be reached in a reasonably short time frame" Indonesian jangka waktu, selang waktu Ex. 2. resolution POS noun phenomenon synset resolution gloss (computer science) the number of pixels per square inch on a computer generated display; the greater the resolution, the better the picture Indonesian resolusi
Using definitions from the WordNet electronic lexical database. A major problem in natural language processing is that of lexical ambiguity, be it syntactic. Each single words must be container for some part of the linguistic knowledge need to ambiguous wordnet sense. Therefore, not only a single heuristic translate Indonesian words. The WordNet defined in some semantic relations, this categories using lexicographer file and glossary definitions relations are assigned to weight in the range. WordNet hierarchy for the first sense of the word "empty" there are 10 synset words (I take three of ten) that are related to the meaning are the following in ( Ex. 3.) Three concepts recur in WordNet literature that entail a certain amount of ambiguity : terminological distance, semantic distance and conceptual distance. Terminological distance, by contrast, often appears to refer to the suitability of the word selected to express a given concept. Semantic distance is understood to mean the contextual factor of precision in meaning. And the conceptual distance between words, in which have relations proved. 
Internet Viewer
The pilot internet service based on Wordnet 3.0 is published at http://id.asianwordnet.org.
Discussion and Conclusion
Any multilingual process such as cross-lingual information must involve resources and language pair. Language specific can be applied in parallel to achieve best result. In this paper we describe manually sharing of Indonesian in the AWN by using dictionaries. AWN provides a free and public platform for building and sharing among AWN. We want continue the work defined learning the service matching system. Our future work on AWN will focuses in development platform WordNet and language technology web services. Although AWN application are going steadily, the limitations are:
1. AWN designed for manual so authenticity can not be a reference.
2. Classification was performed manually, which means that the reasons and depth of classification may not be consistent.
